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PRESENTATION 

Operator: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.  We'd like to welcome you all to the Teleconference of 

the Consolidated Results of EPM for the First Quarter of 2011 and the Most Relevant Events of the Period.   

 

Our host and speaker today is Mr. Oscar Herrera, the Institutional Finance Director.  Mr. Herrera will lead 

the teleconference in Spanish.  For those that are connected to the teleconference in English, you will be 

listening to the simultaneous interpretation of the presentation.   

 

During this presentation, your lines will remain closed to avoid any background noise.  After the comments 

of Mr. Herrera, we'll have a Q&A session. 

 

(Operator Instructions) 

 

Before we hear the words of our speaker, let's listen to Catalina Lopez, who is the Deputy of Relations with 

Investors.  Ms. Lopez, please proceed. 

 

Catalina Lopez: (interpreted) Thank you.  Good afternoon to you all and welcome to the teleconference 

call, where we will present the consolidated results of EPM for the first quarter of 2011 and the most 

relevant events to the period.  Before we begin, it's important to mention that the comments of the senior 

management of EPM could include estimates about the future performance of the company.   

 

These estimates do not constitute any commitments to the results in the future nor (inaudible) considered 

risks or uncertainties that could be taking place.  Consequently, EPM does not assume any responsibility in 

the event that the future results are different to the estimates mentioned during this call.   

 

Mr. Federico Restrepo Posada, President of EPM, cannot be with us this afternoon.  The teleconference, 

therefore, will be led by Mr. Oscar Herrera.  Today we also have Mr. Restrepo.  Next we will have Mr. 

Oscar Herrera, Director of Institutional Finances. 

 

Oscar Herrera: Good afternoon.  I'm going to talk about the relevant events of the first quarter of 2011.  On 

page 5 of the presentation - or slide 5 - you can see the significant events during the quarter, such as the 

acquisition in January made of several companies in El Salvador and Panama, which is part of the growth 

strategy that EPM has set out in past years, and we have been continuing this growth strategy since 2010, 

acquiring a company that distributes energy in Guatemala, and now we have two new companies that we 

purchased.   

 

We have purchased Elektra Noreste - ENSA - and Panama Distribution Group.  Both are distributors of 

electricity in Central America.  The first one is Panama Distribution Group - PDG - which holds 51% of 

the shares of Electra Noreste - ENSA - and in El Salvador, the company AEI, El Salvador Holdings, which 

was 86.41% of the shares of Distribuidora de Electricidad del Sur, or Delsur.  The purchase made of AEI 

was $200 million.  These acquisitions are reflected and consolidated in the financial statements as of March 

2011. 



 

Both markets add up to 680,000 new customers and 3,600 gigawatt-hours of energy demand per year.  The 

negotiation also included the controlling stock of the following businesses incorporated to provide services 

to the latter - Electricidad de Centroamerica Ltda., El Salvador 2, and Innova Tecnologia y Negocios, 

which are companies that provide services to the group in Central America. 

 

Our second significant and relevant event was the international bond issue made in the international capital 

market that was made on January 24th for a total of $680 million, which were placed in (inaudible) on a 

10-year term.  This issue was made under rule 144A of regulation F of the Securities Act of 1933.  It was 

made in Colombian pesos and it's really leveraged the sound financial conditions and really consolidated 

the income of the company.   

 

With this operation we consolidated EPM's presence in the international capital market.  And what we've 

stated since we made our first bond issue - this is a recurring issuer in the international market capital as 

part of a financing system for our growth strategy and to finance partially what we have planned for the 

company. 

 

Our third significant event that's very important for EPM was the signing this past March 30th of the 

BOOMT agreement by and between Sociedad Hidroelectrica Ituango and EPM Ituango.  In this same 

process - through the spinoff, Sociedad Hidroelectrica Ituango, there was the creation of a new subsidiary 

which is called EPM Ituango, which assumed the commitments to finance bills to maintain, operate, 

commercially exploit, and return to Ituango in a 50-year period the soon-to-be-largest hydroelectric power 

station in Colombia, with a capacity that surpasses 2,400 megawatts.  Therefore, we are very, very proud of 

this hydroelectric generation project in Colombia.  This project is set in Antioquia, in the municipalities of 

Ituango and Briceno.   

 

The work which is currently being implemented involves embellishment of $3.049 billion, and that figure 

(inaudible) in 2009 has updated to today, plus updates of several amounts, and the total cost, really, of the 

project is now at $5.5 billion.  The plant will be built in eight years, and the remaining 42 years it will be in 

operation, producing the energy of Colombia.  This is the first time that Colombia builds and operates an 

electric generation project under concession (inaudible). 

 

On slide or page 9, you can see the quarterly development of the main consolidated figures of the EPM 

Group as revenues during the first quarter of 2011.  These climb to $1.441 billion, represented by a 42% 

increase compared to the first quarter of 2010.  In this increase - extraordinary increase - 42% obviously is 

- does have an impact.  It has to do with the acquisitions that we made in Central America.  Also the 

company we had with (inaudible) that was purchased this past October.  These were not reflected yet in the 

first quarter. 

 

If we remove the effect of these new acquisitions, also, as a group, we had a growth in revenues of 30%.  

The largest growth was in the energy sector, because the acquisitions which were made of companies that 

distribute energy - you can say that this is part telecommunications, water, and energy have their different 

percentages, as you can see - 20%, 6%, and 24%.  The share per sector - energy represents 74% of 

revenues, telecommunications 20%, and water 6% of the revenues.  As to the quarterly chart, you can see 

that the growth is seen in the first quarter of 2011. 

 

I'd like to highlight also on revenues the performance of the energy sales and the energy generation 

business, which, in the country, has been experiencing La Nina weather phenomenon, and remember that 

in 2010 we had El Nino, which was a drought, and during this first quarter of 2011, we are seeing 

everything otherwise.  It's a heavy rainy season, and first of all, this meant for the company to generate 

more energy.  We obtained an improvement of (inaudible) of our revenues.  Likewise, there is an impact 

on the prices of energy on the spot-energy market, with decrease because of the high availability of the 

hydroelectric dams.  But anyway, these slower sales were compensated or better price was compensated 

with more gigawatts sold.   

 



On slide 10 -- costs and expenses of the business group - likewise you can see the growth, also the result of 

incorporating the new subsidiaries.  During the first quarter of 2011, costs and expenses climbed to $926 

million, displaying a 41% growth, and this shows us on the pies that there is a decrease of the costs and 

expenses of the group of about 9%. 

 

On slide 11, we can see the performance of our EBITDA, reaching a total of $505 million as of March 

2011, exhibiting a 35% growth margin, compared to the same - no, I'm sorry, an EBITDA margin of 35% 

regarding the consolidated, and an increase compared to the first quarter of 2010 of 43%.  As to the total 

EBITDA of the company, growth contributed by energy (inaudible) 23%, telecommunications 18%, and 

water is 9%.  The EBITDA - if we exclude the new subsidiaries purchased - has increased by 23% 

compared to the same period of 2010. 

 

On slide or page 12, you can see the net income.  And during the first quarter, the subsidiaries, or, better, 

the net income, was $239 million, representing a 17% net margin.  And we observed also a growth of the 

net income of 26% compared to the first quarter of 2010.  Regarding net income, energy, which is basically 

the generation business, which has operating margins above (inaudible) cents, 85% of the net income of 

EPM, water's 8%, and telecommunication is 7% of that. 

 

If we move on to slide 13, the balance sheet figures, the assets of EPM Group totaled $17 billion as of 

March 31st, representing a 27% increase compared to the assets as of December 2010.  Liabilities climbed 

to $6.651 billion and represented a 14% indebtedness index.  This is a financial liability against total 

liabilities.  Equity - consolidated equity increased to $9.837 billion, increasing 2% compared to the year 

before.  Of the total assets, energy represents 71%, telecommunications 16%, and water 13%. 

 

The indicators during this first quarter - consolidated indicators - display in general an improvement 

compared to the first quarter of 2010.  The EBITDA margin consolidated of 35%, the operating margin 

22%, net profit margin 16%, liquidity is at 1.71, total indebtedness - total liabilities versus total assets is 

39%, financial indebtedness 23%, the equity (inaudible) 8%, the asset yield 5%, the coverage of financial 

expenses and EBITDA 8.13 times, and the indicator debt EBITDA consolidated, of course, reached 1.91 

times, decreasing versus what was displayed in 2010 of 2.15.  It dropped from 2.15 to 1.91.   

 

This improvement of this indicator, notwithstanding having the first (inaudible) - the debt, the additional, 

and also with the issuance of the bonds in January, notwithstanding this increase and this improvement of 

the EBITDA during the quarter, was significant growth, provides us these results, this item of the coverage 

of the debt.   

 

Lastly, I'd like to also highlight something that has to do with net income and revenues, and it has to do 

with the commissioning of the Porce 3 hydroelectric plant they have at 670 gigawatts, of which we 

commissioned the first unit of 360 gigawatts in December 2010, and this first quarter we have the 

commissioning of the first power unit - the second power unit - and two months from now we'll have the 

commissioning of two more units to have full operation to provide the energy for Colombia, and this is a 

hydroelectric plant built by EPM.  This also served to improve the revenues during the first quarter of the 

sales - and the increased sales of energy - in energy generation business.   

 

With this, we end the presentation, and we are now open to the Q&A session. 

 

QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

Operator: Ladies and gentlemen, we begin the Q&A session for questions with English and Spanish.  Let's 

begin with the questions made in Spanish.  After these are responded by Mr. Herrera, we will continue 

with the questions made in English.   

 

(Operator Instructions).  Your first question comes from Mr. [Rafael Espana]. 

 

Rafael Espana: Good afternoon.  Basically, I have really three questions in one.  First, what's the benefit for 

EPM, or what's the difference - why is EPM Ituango working under the concession method and not as it 



has historically done?  Second question, I'd like to know if you could tell me more or less what's the plan 

of the revenues for electric generation in Colombia in terms of sales percentages through the stock 

exchange on a long-term basis.  And my third question is, the commissioning of the two power units soon 

at Porce 3 - how many megawatts are we talking about with these two power units?  Thank you. 

 

Operator: Now we will begin the session in English.  The first question comes from - 

 

Unidentified Speaker: Hello?  What was the question, please? 

 

Oscar Herrera: Let me answer the first question, please, and then we'll move on with the second question in 

English, okay?  Veronica, it's better to answer the questions, yes.  Okay. 

 

Regarding the Ituango project and why we have used the concession method, different to what we've used 

with the other projects that we've done directly within the company, in short, the thing is that this was a 

decision between the owners - the initial owners of the corporation - that promoted this project, and the 

idea was - one of the owners that had 45% and still has now 46% share of that corporation that promotes 

the project since early on and was a majority shareholder in, it was, the department of Antioquia through 

EPM, with those we made - with those partners we made a negotiation that EPM would finance (inaudible) 

and operate the project, returning it under the concession method the EPM Ituango corporation through 

EPM.   

 

So (inaudible) through that concession it could be implemented and financed and operated by EPM, so that 

was the scheme, since early on of this project - remember EPM was not 100% owner of this project, and it 

was a decision made among the shareholders early on. 

 

As for your second question on the participation of sales on a long-term basis and on the energy market in 

Colombia, it's 85%, compared to 15%.  Longer-term agreement is 85% and in the energy market 15%.  So 

at EPM through current tracks it's 90% and only 10% is sold through the energy market. 

 

The other question regarding the commissioning of the two power units soon, these will be in operation in 

the next two months.  Each has capacity of 165 megawatts to complete the total four power units of the 

project, and since December of last year to August of this year to add 600 (inaudible) megawatts of 

capacity is added for Colombia, and this provides energy for the current demand of Colombia, which now 

has growth rate of about 5%, and these units right now are providing the total energy that's demanded by 

the country. 

 

Operator: (Operator Instructions).  Now let's begin the Q&A session in English.  The first question is from 

Mr. [Roy].  Please go ahead with your question. 

 

Unidentified Participant: Hi.  You've been quite successful in realizing your growth targets in terms of size 

and in terms of revenues per year, actually achieving a 2015 goal already.  And I guess now it's a question 

(inaudible) as to where you intend to proceed going forward and where we might expect leverage to trend.  

Right now leverage has stayed conservatively.  But what, really, can we anticipate, in terms of will there be 

a new growth plan that's announced?  Will you be more aggressive international?  And what might we see 

from you and how might that affect the company's leverage? 

 

Oscar Herrera: Thank you, Roy, for your question.  The company - we had defined this growth strategy, 

which we began to develop by acquiring the companies in Central America.  And overall, EPM plans to 

continue its growth strategy probably taking some time now to consolidate these new acquisitions to 

integrate them and apply the model of EPM in these new subsidiaries.  We already began to do that.   

 

So right now, the idea is to consolidate or try to integrate these new subsidiaries that today represent about 

25% of the total revenues of the group - 25% comes from these subsidiaries from Central America.   

 



So the idea right now is to consolidate them, to apply the model, but as to the long-term vision of EPM, we 

maintain - or we really keep our eyes open, checking out good opportunities in the region, focusing on 

extending our energy and water business and we're observing closely basically those variants.   

 

That's what we're having in mind for a long-term basis.  Right now, really, we're looking at opportunities as 

well - keeping them in mind.  And we will continue with our growth strategy, but clearly, towards the year 

2012, I'd say that the idea is just to consolidate and look at growth opportunities.  The leveraging of the 

company still allows us to do so.   

 

We looked at the EBITDA debt indicator in this first quarter of 1.91, and we've been adding the - we've 

been paying the debt for this expansion.  It's been gradual, and that only contributes the domestic 

generation for our cash flow, and this is what we've been using for these acquisitions.   

 

Anyway, the leveraging will be monitored closely, and we've always said the idea is not to exceed the 

leverage at a very high level.  Not just to pass from a company that's underleveraged to a company that 

becomes overleveraged.  The idea is that our internal policy is to not exceed 2.5-2.7 times debt EBITDA, 

although we have international credit with a covenant of 2.9 times the debt EBITDA.  And there's another 

one at 3.5 debt EBITDA.  But the policy per se is that we prefer to be monitoring to go beyond that 

maximum limit that we have, and at 2.5 times is the top that we want to have. 

 

Unidentified Participant: My question, basically, what are the main financial estimates or projections that 

EPM has? 

 

Oscar Herrera: The financial projections - the idea is to continue the growth strategy, making investments 

in Colombia, expanding in energy, in water works, in sewerage, at the (inaudible), within what we can do 

locally and domestically in Colombia.   

 

At the company, also, we're looking overseas, and because of the regulations that we abide to, that's why 

we're starting to see how we can seek opportunities in businesses overseas.  So the idea with the estimate is 

to continue our growth strategy, especially with the Ituango project, which is quite important for that five 

years, and looking at options, specific or particular opportunities to continue the growth strategy abroad.   

 

So our goal was to reach $5 billion in revenues as a business group by 2015, and that goal is already being 

met by the end of this year with all the acquisitions we've made, and that's why we're consolidating these 

acquisitions, and we will be reviewing and we'll try to continue with our growth strategy to have it 

sustainable according to the capacities that we have. 

 

Operator: Next question is from the English line.  Please go ahead with your question. 

 

Unidentified Participant: Hello?  Hello?  Okay, I wanted to know, so far for the short-term loans, have 

those been paid off already for this year?  And what are the capital expenditure estimates for the next two 

years? 

 

Oscar Herrera: Yes, regarding the debt on a short-term basis, as of December, 2010, there were some 

credits that were paid off and these were paid off during this first quarter.  Regarding the investment plans, 

we have an investment plan on a three-year basis of about $4 billion.  This includes the large project 

generation like Ituango, the expansion of distribution, transmission lines, and water works and sewage 

lines, and the total of these investments for the next years is reflected in this amount -- $3 billion.  For next 

year, 2012 total investments are $2.2 billion.   

 

Unidentified Participant: So this year $3 billion (inaudible). 

 

Operator: Okay, now we will listen to Mr. Oscar Herrera for final comments. 

 



Oscar Herrera: Well, I'd like to thank all of you for your participation in this teleconference.  This is a 

practice we began last year to implement and really to build ties and better relations with investors and our 

stakeholders, and we will continue holding these teleconferences to have the best relations between the 

company and the stakeholders and everybody that's interested in getting to know us.  Thank you all. 

 

Operator: Ladies and gentlemen, this ends today the teleconference of the consolidated results of EPM for 

the first quarter of 2011.  Thank you for your participation.  Now you can disconnect your lines.  We wish 

you all a good afternoon.  Thank you. 

 

Editor: Statements in English on this transcript were spoken by an interpreter present on the live call.  The 

interpreter was provided by the Company sponsoring this Event. 

 


